
Touring Indoor TV and FM Aerials

All of the models in the range of indoor aerials are designed for receiving all available analogue 
and strong terrestrial digital UHF TV signals. The Profile Plus will only receive all available FM 
radio signals. All of the indoor models, with the exception of the Omnivision are directional 
aerials, which must be pointed in the direction of the transmitter. Each product comes complete 
with coaxial cable and easy to follow fully illustrated instructions.

The Contour (C3005) and Contour Plus (C3006) are wideband UHF TV aerials. 
Both models, along with the Profile Plus (C3007) FM radio aerial, feature a 
slimline unobtrusive design and can be left free-standing in a convenient 
position or wall mounted using the supplied fixing accessories. Both the 
Contour Plus and Profile Plus feature an integrated battery powered signal 
booster for improved reception quality.

The Truvision (C3010) UHF TV aerial has a striking 
contemporary free-standing design which simply flips up into 
position and is ready to use straight out of the box. Easy 
finger tip adjustment allows horizontal or vertical alignment 
for optimum signal reception.



Maxview Ltd Website - indoor and outdoor terrestrial aerials,signal boosters,filters,matv systems

The Horizon (C3011) and Horizon Plus (C3012) UHF TV 
aerials benefit from an advanced log periodic design for 
optimum signal reception. The free-standing design simply 
flips up into position with no assembly required. The Horizon 
Plus comes complete with a mains powered Plug-In Signal 
Booster for improved picture and sound quality, especially in 
weaker signal areas.

The TV Turntable(H84082) is suitable for most small TV sets and is 
finished in unobtrusive satin black with non-slip rubber feet. The 
turntable has a 320mm diameter, 32mm depth and will support up to 
160kg.
The Turntable has received a Top Benchmark Award in the Caravan 
Club Magazine.
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